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• Small satellites are typically classified by their mass

• Mini, micro, nano reflect approximate orders of magnitude 

reduction in mass

• CubeSats historically filled the nanosatellite category, with 

masses of under 10kg

Small small satellites

Image sources: nytimes.com, luxspace.lu, nasa.gov

Nano (1-10kg)

Micro (10-500kg)

Pico (<1kg)

Mini (>500 kg)
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The CubeSat “standard” placed a few, key 

requirements on mass, shape and volume

The CubeSat form-factor 101 
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The CubeSat form-factor 

Source: jpl.nasa.gov
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The CubeSat form-factor
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CubeSats contain the same fundamental 

avionics as any scale of spacecraft

• OBC

• Radio

• Battery and power

• Payload

A functional satellite

Source: unisec-europe.eu
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Modular subsystems and common interfaces enable regular reuse of subsystems

• Design gets inherent flight heritage on a mission-by-mission basis

• Easy to interchange subsystems (e.g. comms) or payloads with only software adaptation needed

• Intrinsic cost savings and long-term risk reduction

The first commercial CubeSat era: Off the shelf flight systems solutions

Images source: clyde.space
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• Enables standardised launcher integration

• Minimises risk

• Reduces integration and brokerage overhead

Standardised launch interfaces

Image sources: nanoracks.com, CSSWE at en.Wikipedia.org, nasa.gov
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Source: logisticsmiddleeast.com

The shipping container of space

Source: amsat-uk.org
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Planet 3U CubeSat image from ~400 km

Source: www.planet.com
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NASA MarCO image of Earth and the Moon from ~1,000,000 km 

Source: jpl.nasa.gov
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Constellations for global coverage and capacity

Source: airbus.com
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Growth in EO constellations

Source: Small Sat Market Intel Report, sa.catapult.org.uk
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Deployment en masse

Source: youtube.com
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Planned constellations

Source: Small Sat Market Intel Report, sa.catapult.org.uk
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CubeSats allow agile businesses (such as start-ups) to develop, 

use and access space infrastructure:

• Commercial agility

• Scalable

• High risk for shorter timescales

• Reduced time to RoI

• Quick technology cycle

• “MVP” viable on orbit

Responsive to new technology and new opportunities
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CubeSat services today: space off the shelf
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NewSpace: Commercialisation of CubeSats and their applications

Increased demand for large numbers of nano and microsatellites

Leading to big predictions for small satellite cash flow in 2020

This is the “New Space” revolution, growing demand for large numbers of low-

cost satellites

£100,000,000 in manufacturing 
revenues

£1,000,000,000 global commercial 
Earth Observation market share 

Source: White Paper: Small is the new big, sa.catapult.org.uk
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• Market for commercial small satellite launch 

worth an estimated £3.8bn from 2021 to 2030

• UK small sat ecosystem is strong

• UKSA has provided strategic investment into 

Lockheed Martin and Orbex to provide UK-based 

launch services 

• ~£30m in total to develop launch technology and 

spaceport infrastructure in Sutherland in Scotland

• Following ascension of Spaceflight Bill, vast 

amount of UKSA effort in creating regulatory 

framework to make launch services environment 

sustainable to Lockheed, Orbex and other future 

launch providers

UK Launch

Report: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/725556/LaunchUK_-_Spaceflight_Guide__1_.PDF
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UK Launch

Source: BIS Nanosat launch vehicle Feasibility Study via Seradata
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CubeSat communications services: IoT

Vision statement: 

IoT devices in every field/facility/oil pipeline connecting directly to spacecraft on orbit

Option A:

A single spacecraft in GEO

Option B:

A constellation of small spacecraft in LEO

Problem statement: 
Can you close the link from space and maximise 

ground coverage?

Constraint: 
IoT devices are inherently low-power and “dumb”

Coverage: ~1/3 Earth with one spacecraft
GEO range: 36,000 km

Coverage: 10s-100s for continuous connectivity
LEO range: 500 – 1000 km

Conclusion:
LEO more practical for link budget as order of magnitude lower altitude, but needs order(s) of magnitude 

more spacecraft. Economies of scale are available today to make this approach commercially viable
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Space-based IoT today

Source: fleet.space
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Space-based IoT today

Source: fleet.space
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Services: store and forward data backhaul, narrowband IoT

First demo September 2018: 20 Mbps from a 3U LEO CubeSat to ground terminal (flat 

panel phased arrays)

Other challenges: High data throughput

Sources: Kepler.space, phasorsolutions.com
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Other challenges: Inter-satellite data relay

Source: skyandspace.global

Services: voice, data, instant messaging, M2M

First demo September 2017: voice, text and imagery via three CubeSats
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• Space is a cross-sector industry that feeds the digital 

economy

• Constellations drive generation and access to more 

and more data

• CubeSats have enabling new businesses, products 

and services to enter these markets in innovative ways

In summary: The future opportunity
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Thank you


